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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PART-TIME COURSES 

 

ADMISSION INFORMATION 
There are no general admissions requirements to enroll in the Metis professional development 
courses.  Please note that there are technical skill prequisites for each course.  Every student must 
bring a laptop to class every day. Metis suggests using an Apple OS X operating system, with at 
least 4GB RAM, at least 2GHz, and at least 100 GB HD, though some other computers can be 
accommodated with advance notice.   Students may be required to install specific software on 
their laptops for the practical training. The courses are 36 hours in length, held twice a week 
from 6:30-9:30pm for six weeks, unless otherwise specified.    

 

 

Machine Learning: Algorithms and Applications 
 
Prerequisite:  Students should have a firm knowledge of the Python programming environment 
and a basic understanding of vector and matrix algebra, as well as the notion of a mathematical 
function. Basic calculus and linear algebra is helpful but not required. 
 
The Machine Learning 36-hour non-occupational professional development course provides an 
overview of the core principles of machine learning with an intense focus on implementing 
popular machine learning algorithms to solve real problems using real data.  In this course 
students learn by doing and, with the help of a seasoned machine learning professional, students 
will implement many of today’s most powerful machine learning algorithms.  
 
Course Objectives 

After completing this course a student is expected to: 
 

 Understand the basic principles of machine learning from both an intuitive and practical 
level.  

 Gain an intuitive understanding of common feature design principles for image, text, and 
speech data.  

 Learn how to use popular machine learning / deep learning software packages in python, 
as well as be able to implement several popular machine learning algorithms from 
scratch.  

 Gain extensive experience applying machine learning algorithms to real datasets. 
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Course Outline  
 
Week One 
Introduction to the course – an overview of machine learning, this course, and jumping into our 
first projects 

 What kinds of things can you build with machine learning tools? 
 How does machine learning work?  The 5-minute elevator pitch edition. 
 Predictive models – our basic building blocks  
 Feature design and learning – what makes things distinct? 
 Numerical optimization – the workhorse of machine learning 
 Jumping in - getting our hands dirty with python 

 
Week Two  
Learning to predict the future – the regression task with applications in forecasting, finance, and 
basic science 

 Linear regression – the first basic building block of machine learning 
 Using calculus to build useful algorithms – calculus defined optimality and solving the 

least squares problem 
 Knowledge-driven feature design for regression 
 Nonlinear regression and regularization 
 Time series extensions 

 
Week Three  
Teaching a computer to distinguish between different things - the classification task with 
applications to object detection, speech recognition, finance, and analytics 

 The perceptron/logistic regression/Support Vector Machines  
 A brief primer on (stochastic) gradient descent 
 Multiclass classification  
 Knowledge driven feature design for classification– examples from computer vision 

(object/face detection and recognition), text mining, and speech recognition  
 
Week Four 
Learning and selecting proper features – including a review of deep learning and common 
python libraries for image and natural language processing applications 

 Function approximation and bases of features 
 Feed-forward neural network bases, deep learning, and kernels 
 Cross-validation for feature learning and selection 
 Using deep learning libraries in python 

 
Weeks Five & Six  
Making sense of big data - applications in text mining, consumer / product segmentation, 
recommender systems, image processing, and brain science 

 Tools for enormous datasets: K-means clustering and extensions 
 Tools for high dimensional data: Principal Component Analysis and random projections 
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 Getting to the heart of the matter - matrix factorization models and their many 
applications 

 Fixed and learned factorizations including the sparse coding model for redundancy 
reduction  

 A peak under the hood – a closer look at the fundamental optimization algorithms of 
machine learning 

 

SCHEDULE & FEES 

Schedule:  TBA 
 

Course Tuition:  $2,350 

 

Faculty 

Jeremy Watt holds a PhD in Computer Science and Electrical Engineering from Northwestern 
University where he conducted research in machine learning and computer vision, while actively 
consulting with partners in finance and insurance, as well as startups in the e-commerce and 
healthcare space.  Jeremy is a seasoned and passionate instructor for data science – in addition to 
authoring his own textbook on machine learning titled “Machine Learning Refined” published by 
Cambridge University Press, he has designed and taught several large university courses on 
machine learning as well as large tutorial short courses on deep learning at major conferences on 
artificial intelligence and computer vision. 

 

 

Data Visualization with D3.js  
 

Prerequisite: This course is open to beginners, but students should have experience writing 
HTML, CSS and basic JavaScript. For HTML/CSS, you should know how to work with the 
DOM and be familiar with CSS selectors. For JavaScript, you should be familiar with variables, 
data types, arrays, loops and conditional statements, and you should have worked with functions 
and objects. For Git and GitHub, you should be familiar with forking, cloning, pull requests, and 
branches. Finally, you should have a general idea of working with and manipulating structured 
data. 

 

The Data visualization with D3 JS is a 36-hour non-occupational professional development 
course for anyone who wants to be proficient in the use of D3 and seeks expertise visualizing 
quantitative information. Learning to make charts form by form – scatter plots, then bar charts, 
then line charts, and so on – is not the most creative way to learn about data visualization. But 
because the course is so technical, this structure will help provide a foundation we can build on 
each week. Each class will roughly be split into two. Half will be discussions and a hands-on, 
computers off activity about that week's subject, and half will be a deeply technical guided lab 
making things in D3. 

 

Course Objectives: 

Upon completing the Data Visualization with D3.js course, students will have: 
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 A working conceptual understanding of the field of data visualization, particularly as it 
relates to the internet and mobile devices. 

 Deep knowledge of the forms and techniques of data visualization and effective display 
of quantitative information; specifically, bar charts, scatterplots, area charts, line charts, 
choropleth and bubble maps, small multiples, annotation principles; and the strengths and 
weaknesses of each. 

 Proficiency in using D3 to make static and interactive charts and documents, and in using 
JavaScript to process and manipulate data 

 

Course Outline: 

Week 1 | Getting Started and Learning About New Problems 

We'll do boring things like configure our computers, make our first charts, understand why data 
joins are helpful and get a sense of all the things we need to learn. 

 Introduction, configuring machines, intro to data visualization 
 Making our first chart...scatterplots 
 Charting and intent 
 Bar charts 
 The fuddly bits: axes, formatting, etc. 

Week 2 | Enough to be Dangerous: Mastering Basic Forms 

If you want to be good, you really only need to be good at making a few kinds of forms: bar 
charts, line charts, scatterplots and maybe a histogram. We'll make demos of all of these and 
understand when to use which. 

 Line + area charts 
 Histograms 
 Tables to line + area charts 

Week 3 | Data Sketching and Traversing Data Structures 

Since your computer is drawing the charts instead of you, making 100 charts is as easy as 
making 1. We'll explore the power of exploratory sketching and the data manipulation you'll 
need to be able to master to do so. 

 Making things move 
 Sketching in the browser and making applications that scale 

Week 4 | Maps 

Mapping with D3 has exploded in the last few years. We might not explore Great Circle Arc 
Intersects, but we'll learn how to make bubble maps, choropleth maps and create topojson files 
from scratch. 
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Week 5 | Making Dynamic Content 

Most things don't need to be interactive, but when they do, you'll be ready. We'll use D3 to make 
dynamic charts and applications that let us answer questions and solve problems that couldn't 
have happened in a printed format. 

 Data Visualization on Mobile Devices 
 D3 and Node 

Week 6 | Editing and Publishing an Idea 

Here, we focus on honing ideas and making publication-grade data visualizations. We'll work on 
small touches, like custom annotations and styles, managing your data visualizations on mobile 
devices, incorporating feedback and pitching work for publication. We'll also do a "show and 
tell" of projects we've been working on throughout the 6 weeks. 

 Pushing the envelope 
 Project show-and-tell 

 

SCHEDULE & FEES 

 

Schedule:  September 11, 2017 – October 18, 2017 (Monday/Wednesday, 6:30pm – 9:30pm) 

 

Course Tuition:  $2,350 

 

FACULTY 

Mollie Pettit.  In addition to teaching the Data Visualization evening course with Metis, Mollie 
is a full-time Data Scientist at Datascope Analytics. At Datascope she has worked on projects 
involving a wide variety of problems including (but not limited to) interactive data 
visualizations, exploratory data analysis, optimization, corporate data exploration tool creation, 
course development, and running ideation workshops. Despite working on a variety of data 
problems, she has a particular affinity to those involving data visualization. Before transitioning 
into data science, Mollie worked as a petrophysicist in Abu Dhabi and as a scientific researcher 
at Stanford University (where she co-authored scientific papers on water driven slope instability 
and coastal erosion). Mollie has BS degrees in mathematics and geology from WVU and a MS in 
geology from Stanford University. When Mollie is not being a technical nerd, she swing dances 
as much as possible, listens to educational podcasts, and strives to be all-around fabulous. 
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Introduction to Data Science 
 

Prerequisite: Students should have some experience with Python and have a passing familiarity 
with basic statistical and linear algebraic concepts (mean, median, mode, standard deviation, 
correlation, the difference between a vector and a matrix). In Python, it will be helpful to know 
basic data structures such as lists, tuples, and dictionaries, and what distinguishes them (that is, 
when they should be used). 

Students should skip the prework if they can: 

 Write a program in Python that finds the most frequently occurring word in a given 
sentence. 

 Explain the difference between correlation and covariance, and why the difference 
between the two terms matters. 

 Multiply two small matrices together (e.g. 3X2 and 2X4 matrices). 

 

Data science has become the central approach to tackling data-heavy problems in both the 
business and academic worlds today. The intent of this course is to expose students to the data 
scientific approach to thinking about and solving problems, and to help students learn to think 
about data-heavy problems that they’ll encounter in the future. Students learn how data science is 
done in the wild, including data acquisition, cleaning, and aggregation, exploratory data analysis 
and visualization, feature engineering, and model creation and validation. Students will use the 
Python scientific stack to work through examples that illustrate all of these concepts, with real-
life use cases. Concurrently, students will learn some of the statistical and mathematical 
foundations that power the data scientific approach to problem solving. 

 

Course Objectives: 

 

Upon completing the Introduction to Data Science course, students will have: 

 An understanding of problems data science can help to solve, and an ability to attack 
those problems from a statistical perspective 

 An understanding of when to use supervised and unsupervised statistical learning 
methods on labeled and unlabeled data-rich problems 

 An ability to create data analytical pipelines and applications in Python 
 A familiarity with the Python data science ecosystem and the various tools one can use to 

continue to develop as a data scientist 

 

Course Outline:  
 

The class is comprised of a roughly even mix of lectures/instruction and hands-on 
programming/lab work. The week-by-week breakdown is as follows: 

Week 1 | CS/Statistics/Linear Algebra Short Course 

We start with the basics. In the CS portion, we briefly cover basic data structures/types, program 
control flow, and syntax in Python. In the statistics portion, we go over basic probability and 
probability distributions, along with general properties of some common distributions. As for 
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linear algebra, we cover matrices, vectors, and some of their properties and how to use them in 
Python. 

Week 2 | Exploratory Data Analysis and Visualization 

We spend a considerable amount of time using the Pandas Python package to attack a dataset 
we’ve never seen before and to uncover some useful information from it. At this point, students 
decide on a course project that would benefit from a data scientific approach. The project must 
involve public (freely-accessible/usable) data and must answer an interesting question, or 
collection of questions, about that data. Several resources of free data will be provided. 

Week 3 | Data Modeling: Supervised/Unsupervised Learning and Model Evaluation 

We learn about the two basic kinds of statistical models, which have classically been used for 
prediction (supervised learning): Linear Regression and Logistic Regression. We also look at one 
of the ways from which we can glean information from unlabeled data: clustering using K-
Means. 

Week 4 | Data Modeling: Feature Selection, Engineering, and Data Pipelines 

We switch gears from talking about algorithms to talk about features: what they are, how to 
engineer them, and what can be done (PCA/ICA, regularization) to create and use them given the 
data at hand. We also cover how to construct complete data pipelines, going from data ingestion 
and preprocessing to model construction and evaluation. 

Week 5 | Data Modeling: Advanced Supervised/Unsupervised Learning 

We delve into more advanced supervised learning approaches, during which we get a feel for 
linear support vector machines, decision trees, and random forest models for regression and 
classification. We also explore an additional unsupervised learning approach: DBSCAN. 

Week 6 | Data Modeling: Advanced Model Evaluation and Data Pipelines; Presentations 

We explore more sophisticated model evaluation approaches (cross-validation, bootstrapping) 
with the goal of understanding how we can make our models as generalizable as possible. 
Students complete their data science projects and share their learnings and discoveries. 

 

SCHEDULE & FEES 

 

Schedule:  TBA 

 

Course Tuition:  $2,350 
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FACULTY 

Drew Fustin 

Drew is a reformed physicist with a heart for the Chicago tech scene.  He currently serves as the 
Lead Data Scientist at SpotHero, where his responsibilities range from building a marketing 
attribution model and optimizing ad spend to creating a rate recommendation engine for parking 
garages to forecasting future company revenue.  His prior experience includes a stint with 
GrubHub as the Insights Analyst, turning food facts into media content for the PR department, 
and transforming data into actionable initiatives within the organization.  In the startup space, he 
was a Data Scientist with Digital H20, providing water intelligence for the oil/gas industry.  He 
holds a PhD in physics from the University of Chicago, where he studied dark matter by looking 
for tiny bubbles in a chamber over a mile underground in a Canadian nickel mine. 


